
Beauty Salon Business for Sale North Shore Auckland

For Sale
Location: Auckland
Asking: $40,000 plus stock
Type: Health/Beauty

Contact:
Amy Gardiner
0275385944 or +64 9 630 9491

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/122590

Clyth MacLeod Business Sales
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref:
clythmacleod_73_3941

Elegant Salon, Unbeatable Price! (CML 11053)
Incredible opportunity alert! Indulge in luxury at an unbelievable price. The owner’s focus on other
ventures means this opulent salon is up for grabs at a steal.

Boasting four expansive treatment rooms with abundant storage and fully equipped with sinks and
running water in each room, this space is a dream workplace.

Nestled in the vibrant heart of the Northshore, enjoy prime visibility and ample parking, enticing clients
to indulge in the ultimate pampering experience. For an aspiring beauty therapist, this is the gateway
to salon ownership!

Freshly adorned with new flooring and immaculately painted walls, the salon epitomizes elegance in
every detail. Replicating this level of sophistication at such an unbeatable price would be a daunting
task. Plus, seize the opportunity of a long lease supported by a landlord who has been exceptionally
supportive.

Key points

Unbeatable price for an established salon

4 luxurious treatment rooms, a welcoming reception area and small kitchenette containing a washing
machine and dryer.

Experienced skin therapists

Loyal clientele with an 80% retention rate

Stock negotiable!

Great visibility

Good lease terms on offer

Note: the salon will need to be rebranded

Don’t let this chance slip away! Contact Amy today on 0275 385 944 to unveil the secrets of this
extraordinary opportunity.

Asking Price $40,000 plus Stock
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Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/122590

Call Amy today to find out more!

**To gain further information on this business please copy and paste this link into your browser;
https://rebrand.ly/cmeq9v2 You will be taken to the listing, click on CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT and
please read the terms of before you complete our online form**

Property Code: 11053
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